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ShortSearch Mother Earth Rights AI Framework Based On 7 Layers Human
Evolution Model as Constructive Lifestyle Change Tool
Draft Ver. 11217019 For Open Forum Discussion & Exchange of Ideas
To Monitor and Educate Universal Mother Earth Rights Code of Ethics and
Help Next Generation Human to Solve Complex Problems and Overcome
Complex Challenges
“You never change things by fighting the existing reality. To change something, build a new
model that makes the existing model obsolete.” ― R. Buckminster Fuller
“Intelligence is the Ability to Adapt to Change” Prof. Stephen Hawking
Darwin famously said it's not the strongest of the species that survives, nor the most intelligent.
“It's the one that is most adaptable to change.”
“The Secret of Change Is to Focus All of Your Energy, Not on Fighting the Old, But on Building
the New” Socrates (470 – 399 BC) Renowned as one of the most exceptional intellectual
philosophers to have ever walked Mother Earth

Based on your own research and observation If your answer to following questions are YES then
you are part of ShortSearch Transformative Change collaborative team under distributed
leadership model advocating lifestyle change for yourself and supporting others to change.
1- Are you Concerned about Climate Change and Pollution?
2- Is Mother Earth a living being?
3- Is Mother Earth and all beings of which she is composed have the following inherent
rights: (a) the right to life and to exist; (b) the right to be respected?
4- Do you agree with UN scientists that only 11 Years Left to Prevent Irreversible
Damage from Climate Change?
5- Are climate change and pollution existential threats to humanity and Mother
Earth?
6- Since no governments in the world have any Magical solution to many challenging past
100 years complex problems of Climate Change, Cancer, Brain & Heart Diseases,
Human Rights, Women Rights, Animal Rights, Gender Equality, Gender-based violence
… Are you ready to start from yourself by first step of Lifestyle Change, try you
best based on your own limited resources, free time and help others who are facing
challenging problems?
What is ShortSearch Constructive Lifestyle Change in Next 10 years by the people who are
not waiting for any Governments Magical solution in the world?
Lifestyle Changes to healthy Organic Whole-Food Plant-based are a process that take time and
require support. Once you're ready to make a change, the difficult part is committing and
following through. So please do your research and make a plan that will prepare you for success,
please don’t expect quick result from changing, in some cases you might need to wait for at least
6 months before you may notice big difference. Careful planning means setting small goals and
taking things one step at a time.
Why is it so hard for human to change?
"After a heart attack, how many of you will adhere to a healthy lifestyle: eat right, exercise
regularly, and stop smoking?" You might be shocked "Twenty per cent! Or, to put it another
way, one in five. Four out of five of you will not change to save your lives!"

With your support ShortSearch is planning to develop AI Framework Based
On 7 Layers Human Evolution Model as Constructive Lifestyle Change Tool
to support and help children, teenagers and adults to change by baby steps.
This is how ShortSearch might be able to support you and your family for challenging journey
regarding Constructive Lifestyle Change:

If and when over 50% of world population become convinced that the Lifestyle Change starts
from ourselves based on ShortSearch Constructive Change 7 Layers Model then we might have
very good chance to prevent existential threats.
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As a Constructive Change Architect for Next Generation ShortSearch AI Framework to simulate
Human mindset based on Universal Mother Earth Rights Code of Ethics Rules to
delay or avoid existential threats by mankind irrational decisions in next 100 years. We need to
simplify the complex human mindsets (rational or irrational) decision making process that is
evolved in past 3000 years to what it is today. If we want Artificial Intelligence to become
rational Constructive Change and better monitoring and education tool to overcome extreme
change challenges, then historical understanding of Mankind mindset critical. Rational
Constructive Change AI Machine navigate and educate human, next generation of human to the
highest level of evolutionary universal code of ethics and stop working if and when ShortSearch
AI detect irrational, greedy, and violent human mindset not respecting and following Universal
Mother Earth Rights Code of Ethics. Based on Human History in past 3000 years I have divided
Human evolutionary thought process to 7 layers Model.

What is your AI Framework 7 Layers Human Evolution Model for
Constructive Change at Strategic Inflection Point?
Human Layer 7 Evolution?
Human Layer 6 Evolution?
Human Layer 5 Evolution?
Human Layer 4 Evolution?
Human Layer 3 Evolution?
Human Layer 2 Evolution?
Human Layer 1 Evolution?
Since brain stores most of the information in short-term memory for about one minute and its

capacity is limited to about 7 items, then 7 layers Model could be easily understandable for great
majority of Human.

MAPPING THE HUMAN BRAIN TO UNDERSTAND THE HUMAN MIND
The Human Connectome Project, the first of its kind, seeks to use this kind of leading-edge
technology to map the brain structure and its connectivity to superfine detail. Researchers hope
this kind of brain mapping will help scientists answer the question: How do parts of the brain
work together to produce human behaviors?
The project is a monumental undertaking. Backed by tens of millions of dollars, the project pulls
together some of the brightest minds from leading institutions, including Harvard University,
UCLA, Washington University, the University of Minnesota and the University of Oxford.
Using state-of-the-art imaging technology and borrowing the time of some 1,200 volunteers, the
researchers hope a map of the brain structure and its connectivity will lead them one step closer
to understanding how these neural highways influence individual human behavior, intelligence
and emotion.

Mother Earth Rights ShortSearch AI Framework 7 Layers Human
Evolution Model for Constructive Change at Strategic Inflection
Point and Beyond
Human Layer 7 Evolution
Universal Mother Earth Rights Code of Ethics and Lifestyle Changing to match Mother Earth
Rights + Human Layer 6

Human Layer 6 Evolution
Mother Earth Rights (UNIVERSAL DECLARATION OF RIGHTS OF MOTHER EARTH )+ Human Layer 5
(5% of Human from Layer 1 and Layer 2 Reached This Layer)

Human Layer 5 Evolution
Animal Rights (Pythagoras- The First Animal Rights Philosopher
)+ Human Layer 4

Human Layer 4 Evolution
Human Rights (Cyrus the Great Leader of First Ethical Empire and Father of First Declaration
of Human Rights )+ Women Rights + Human Layer 3 Or Layer 2 Or Layer 1

Human Layer 3 Evolution
Science, Mathematics and Technology Key Attributes, Fact Based with logical reasoning

Human Layer 2 Evolution
Today 15% of Human are Unaffiliated, Nonreligious, Secular, Agnostic (Father of Agnostic
Thought Khayyam Open Forum [ Wiki Persian Scholar mathematician, astronomer and
Agnostic Poet Khayyam]) and Father of Atheist Thought Razi Open Forum (Persian Scholar
Razi (854–925 CE) (Physician, Chemist, Agnostic Philosopher, and important figure in the
history of medicine)
Key attributes for this layer Renaissance ( Father of Renaissance Italian Genius Engineer
and Painter Leonardo da Vinci ) , Gender Equality, Qualified Women are in Leadership
Positions …

Human Layer 1 Evolution
85% of Human are religious and believe in one of the ancient religions, great Majority of
Mankind and their religions believed Earth was flat until 1500s. Most religions elevate the status
of men over women, have stricter sanctions against women, and require them to be submissive.
Religion's appeal to Human is that it offers security in an uncertain world and promise of Heaven

and satisfy human extreme greed attributes. The common patterns and attributes of all religions
were the women cannot become religious leaders even if they are more educated than others. To
simplify complexity of 1000 religions and religious cultures, I have divided past 3000 years
religions to three categories:
Category 1 Peaceful Religions That Can Be Reformed: More tolerance towards non-believer,
could be reformed for gender equality, peaceful religions that are based on the importance of
Love, Good Thoughts, Good Words and Good Deeds more culturally rich with peaceful
celebrations. More educated people are attracted to this category of religion.

Category 2 Violent Religions Cannot Be Changed: Violent Religions that are using every
means for expanding by force, taxation of non-believer, using women as a slave or prize,
Institutionalized Gender Inequality, Institutionalized violence against women, girls and children,
Institutionalized violence and higher taxes for non-believer, girls education is low priority,
irrational with many conflicting thoughts attributes. Often in their celebrations kill Animals
based on arguments that their God created Mother Earth and all animals for them … and they are
enforcing strict dress code for women …

Category 3 Violent Backward Cultural and Religious Believe System Against Women and
other Genders: Best Current Example Female Genital Mutilation (FGM) is a practice that
involves altering or injuring the female genitalia for non-medical reasons, and it is internationally
recognized as a human rights violation. Globally, it is estimated that some 200 million girls and
women alive today have undergone some form of FGM please visit UN site for details
https://www.unfpa.org/female-genital-mutilation
Female Genital Mutilation (FGM), also known as Female Genital Cutting (FGC), is
practiced in 30 countries in western, eastern, and north-eastern Africa,] in parts of the Middle
East and Asia, and within some immigrant communities in Europe, North America and Australia.
Visit Source: https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Prevalence_of_female_genital_mutilation
Female genital mutilation, is “an abhorrent human rights violation” still affecting women and
girls around the globe, UN Secretary-General Antonio Guterres stated in his message for the
International Day of Zero Tolerance for FGM.
What is FGM, where does it happen and why? BBC World Service
The FGM Cruelty against children is where Freedom of Religion OR Culture OR Tradition
arguments should be rejected. FGM is decried internationally for its cruelty. It is denounced by
the World Health Organization (WHO), the United Nations Children’s Fund (UNICEF) and the
United Nations Population Fund (UNFPA) as a violation of basic human rights and a form of

child abuse. At its most basic, this practice is rooted in the desire to control a woman’s
sexuality. Physicians worldwide agree that FGM is medically unnecessary, and the procedure
poses physical, sexual, and psychological dangers for the young victims. These girls, sometimes
only a few days old, are subjected to an act that will have a profound negative effect on
their lives.

Renowned Prof. Bart Hoebel, a Princeton professor of psychology and the Princeton
Neuroscience Institute who became internationally known for his research on food addiction and
other addictions... Prof. Hoebel’s interest in understanding how the brain rewards behavior
encompassed a breadth of research and led to discoveries in the areas of eating disorders and
obesity, addiction, alcohol consumption and depression. Prof. Bart Hoebel pioneered studies
into the mental rewards of eating, and his research on sugar addiction in rats generated
worldwide attention for its possible public health applications. Based on what I have learned
from Immortal Prof. Bart Hoebel lifetime research and my own research regarding ShortSearch
Constructive Change, I have come to conclusion that great Majority of Mankind become
addicted to food, some kind of behavior or certain lifestyle or culture starting from childhood
therefore ShortSearch Constructive or Destructive Change is not an easy task for great majority
of people in the world less than 10% of people are open to Change.

Based on Physicist Stephen Hawking #StephenHawking “Pollution, Greed and Stupidity are the
Greatest Threats to Earth." “humans must colonize another planet in 100 years or face
extinction” and 1000s of other scientists also predicted existential threats to Mother Earth. An
event that could cause human extinction or permanently and drastically curtail humanity's
potential is known as an existential risk. Human may not overcome existential threats unless
great majority of Human decides to change lifestyle drastically and use all technological means
and resources to clean up past 100 years Air, Water, and Soil pollution. As #StephenHawking
“Intelligence is the Ability to Adapt to Change” ShortSearch is recommending Constructive
Lifestyle Change and planning to provide AI tool to help children and adults for this journey.
Since ShortSearch Constructive Lifestyle Change is not an easy task for anyone therefore as a
first step ShortSearch is proposing open discussion regarding Mother Earth Rights, ShortSearch
AI Framework 7 Layers Human Evolution Model for Constructive Change at Strategic Inflection
Point and beyond in the social media.
To navigate, monitor and help individual legacy to become proud citizen of Mother Earth based
on Universal Mother Earth Rights Code of Ethics, ShortSearch is developing AI 7
Layers Tool to make extreme complex problem easier for children, teenagers and adults to
follow Constructive Lifestyle Change journey to Layer 7 based on individual toleration level.
Cyrus Marvasti
ShortSearch.com
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Mother Earth Philanthropist Cyrus Marvasti

Mother Earth Philanthropist Cyrus Marvasti Naturalist, Technologists, Strategists,
Software Architect & Engineer is supporter of Mother Earth Rights .....Planting
Trees as Hobby ... and Student of Genius Ethical Constructive Change Thought
Leaders Of past 3000 Years...
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